EHS Sustainability

PURE™ Sustainability
FRAMEWORKS MODULE
Responding to multiple analyst surveys and frameworks is
an extremely resource-intensive process. The range of
information required for each response requires collaboration
with teams from across your organization, and the reporting
requirements often overlap – so you’re presenting similar
information multiple times, but in slightly different ways.
The Frameworks module streamlines the process of requesting,
reviewing and collating responses across multiple frameworks.
It provides a central online repository that covers a range of
frameworks, including CDP, GRI, SASB, DJSI, and many more.
You can search across frameworks for similar questions and
tag them according to theme, making it easy to group
questions before assigning them to the relevant expert.
Responses are submitted online into a predefined
approval workflow with email notifications, so
you can collaborate with multiple teams to
manage the review and approval of answers.

KEY BENEFITS & FEATURES
• Incorporate Data from the PURE™ Platform – Attach charts, tables and documents from your system to illustrate and
support your answers. Attachments are automatically updated with the latest data from the system so your reports
are always up to date.
• Create Your own Frameworks – In addition to the standard frameworks that we maintain, the Frameworks module
allows you to build your own reports. You can group questions and manage responses to custom reports in the same
way as standard frameworks, or collect data for your own annual sustainability report.
• View Progress at a Glance – The Frameworks module dashboard provides an overview of questions from all your
frameworks. Filter the results to view the status based on the subject, framework or assignee, or use the individual
report page to view the status of a specific report by section and ensure that questions are being completed on time.
• Track Response Changes Over Time – Every question is tracked by the system creating a robust audit trail
so you can compare responses from previous years, and check where changes were introduced.
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